Drones Club1

Shakespearian Summer2
July 3 has finally arrived, and along with the sullen murmuring drone 4 of
bumblebees5, the bourdon6 thrum of traffic from the melting roads7, and the
otherworldly hum-drone of the terminally distracted literature professor 8 ,
comes the memory of those little ditties we had beaten into us in those long
and endlessly glowing summers of fictional childhood: ‘Summer is coming /
The goose is getting fat / Please to put a hedgehog in the old man’s hat’, or
‘Drone, drone, blah-de-blah / La-li-la the stream / merrily, merrily on and
on / something, something, scream’. It all comes back 9 , and with it, a
determination to attend that final and most summery10 of the first-semester
series of drones:

The July Drone

This time we have Hikaru Minami11 talking to us about that Scottish12 play13, and John Wilson14
who will introduce his Ano Senbei Ano Baka Ano Bokejiji Ano Sensei online video project.

Time: 5:15pm Thursday 19th July
1

Place: Building 6, room 501

Thank you P.G. (Not ‘tips’, the other one).
Not asses heads and fairies – more a sort of Scottish thing with witches and daggers.
3
The month after June, named after the immortal Julie Caesar, and famous for salads.
4
Drone: Inflection or bound morphine: used to designate an event or action as dull, tedious or generally mortifying or anesthetic.
For example, John stood up and spoke-drone for over 3 minutes.
5
Or bluebottles, wasps, mosquitoes, vampire bats, cricket bats, zombie hoards hordes, watermelons.
6
Bourdon: The base drone of an organ or bagpipe. A deep droning noise. Droney.
7
Or the chorused murmur of frustrated drivers, of pedestrians with their favourite shoes heat welded to the gently yielding tarmac,
and the satisfied opportunists who gaily fry eggs on the overheated brows of sun-baked students and their heat-struck hamsters.
8
A particularly thankful sound when you, too, are distracted by a rather unfortunate headache and a growing feeling of nausea
brought on by the seasonal dehydration and nothing at all to do with the toxic byproducts of alcohol digestion.
9
Like a slightly unfortunate whelk.
10
Hawaiian shirts and frocks completely optional.
11
Not an AI. [Although I for one welcome our new mechanical overlords].
12
Did you know that in the Scottish translation of Winnie-the-Pooh, Piglet is called ‘Wee Grumphie’ (which means ‘small pig’)?
13
No, not Trainspotting. That was a film of a book, though it did have a neat soundtrack. This is the one beginning with ‘M’.
14
Probably an AI. True story. Replaced the original sometime in 2002 (or thereabouts).
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